Monday 7 February 2022

Rand note: the rand is treading water around R15.50/USD ahead of SA's Budget,
still supported by commodity prices and so recent twin trade and budget surpluses

•

The rand so far this quarter averages R15.46/USD as it approaches the mid-point,
supported by strengthening terms of trade over Q4.21 and into 2022 as commodity
prices strengthened, also boosting the main budget surplus, with SA recording twin
surpluses in December.

•

Both the trade and budget balances however are subject to some seasonality too,
depending on the festive period and vacation days for the trade account, and timing for
tax payments. Commodity price strength has also boosted corporate tax revenues and
exports recently.

•

South Africa is a key commodity exporter, particularly of metals such as iron and other
ores, platinum, gold and also of ferro alloys and coal and agricultural prices have also

seen substantial increases, and so SA’s exports have been boosted by these price
rises.
•

Global economic data continues to show improving demand, albeit at a slower pace
than last year’s heady acceleration, as the world’s economic recovery is seen to remain
on track to reach its levels achieved before the pandemic already by this year.

•

South Africa continued to see trade surpluses last year far exceeding those of 2020,
with the trade balance for the year as a whole at R441bn in 2021, versus R272bn in
2020, and South Africa’s terms of trade positive through the whole of 2021.

•

SA’s trade surplus improved from June 2020 when the harsh lockdown restrictions
earlier in the quarter eased, with exports increasing in the main, stabilising the rand
around R17.00/USD from May to over Q3.20, and then around the R16.00/USD over
Q4.20.

•

By the end of 2020, the rand had reached R14.69/USD, with the trade balance
recording some very hefty surpluses, of R30bn to R40bn a month over H2.20, as
commodity prices staged a strong recovery from Q2.20’s lows, and the trade war.

•

2021 saw trade surpluses average close to R40bn a month, versus close to R20bn in
2020 (and R5bn since 2010). By Q1.21 the rand averaged R15.00/USD and Q2.21
closer to R14.00/USD, although H2.21’s rand weakened and so did SA’s terms of
trade.

•

The recent gain in commodity prices has provided some support for the domestic
currency but global PMIs have softened in SA’s key trading partners’ while supply chain
disruptions and shortages persist, with the rand expected to be limited for substantial
strength in H1.22.
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•

South Africa’s budget surplus for December was also around R40bn, at R41.9bn. State
revenues swelled to R212bn, with R93.7bn from corporate tax, R47.8bn from personal
income tax and R46.8bn from taxes on goods and services (including VAT’s R32.9bn).

•

The largest revenue category, corporate tax is up 74% year to date for the 2021/22
fiscal year (over the low base of 2020/21 (April to December) established by the very
harsh lockdown restrictions, but still up, by 55.6% on the same period for 2019/20.

•

For the fiscal year to date personal income tax collections are 14.9% higher on the
same period in 2020/21 but only up 4.5% versus the same period of 2019/20, as the
recovery is still modest for consumers in SA with many households not having
recovered financially.

•

That is, the Transunion Consumer Pulse survey showed 55% of consumers’ incomes
in Q4.21 were still negatively impacted by COVID-19 (versus Q1.21 62%). With inflation
up 8.1% over the period this is unsurprising.

•

The fiscal deficit at R219.1bn for the first three quarters of 2021/22 (SA has only seen
two months in fiscal surplus so far for 2021/22), with the main budget deficit estimated
at -R410bn this year, the actual outcome is likely to be less, closer to -5.0% of GDP
than -6.6%.

•

The Budget on 23rd February is however not expected to result in any upgrades in SA’s
credit ratings, coming in neutral overall as revenue overruns are eaten up by higher
expenditure, particularly further social support, and so is likely to be fairly rand neutral.

•

The SONA due this week Thursday 7pm is expected to show little difference in content
to prior years, and there have been little new implementation of reforms sufficient to
likely drive economic growth beyond 2.0% y/y this year, particularly on reducing the
regulatory burden.

•

Moody’s this month warned that it is likely that South Africa’s “(m)acro-economic
conditions will remain difficult, with sluggish economic growth, rising government debt
and limited progress on economic reforms due to social and political obstacles.”

•

Adding that it “expect(s) real GDP growth of just 1.8% in 2022 as political tensions and
reform inertia have brought about exceptionally low business confidence. Labourintensive sectors will continue to be hit hardest, with employment levels remaining
weak.”

